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Abstract

The results of a study of the response and failure characteristics of thin, cylindrically curved, composite plates subjected to low-speed impact damage are presented. The results indicate that the plate radius and the plate thickness are important structural parameters that influence the nonlinear response of a plate for a given amount of impact energy. Analytical and experimental contact-force results are compared for several plates and the results correlate well. The impact-energy levels required to cause damage initiation and barely visible impact damage are a function of the plate radius for a given plate thickness. The impact-energy levels required to initiate impact damage for plates with a certain range of radii are greater than plates with other radii. The contact-force results corresponding to these impact-energy levels follow a similar trend. Residual strength results for plates with barely visible impact damage suggest that the compression-after-impact residual strength is also a function of plate radius. The residual strength of impact-damaged flat plates appears to be lower than the residual strength of the corresponding cylindrically curved plates.

Introduction

The effect of low-speed impact damage on the compression strength of laminated composite structures has been studied extensively by many researchers over the past several years. Test data show that the compression strength of composite structures can be significantly reduced by low-speed impact damage, even if the damage is not detectable by visual inspection. Most of the studies of the effects of low-speed impact damage reported in the literature have focused on thicker flat plates that are typical of those used for wing structures. There is very limited information in the literature that addresses the low-speed impact response of thinner curved composite plates that are typical of fuselage skins. Composite fuselage structures usually have skins that are 16-ply thick or less. It has been shown that these thinner composite skins will experience large deformations when subjected to the transient normal force associated with a low-speed impact event, even for low impact-energy levels. It has also been shown that structures with curvature and certain combinations of plate dimensions exhibit a nonlinear softening response when impacted with dropped-weight impactors. A geometrically nonlinear analysis method based on Lagrangian equations of motion and the Rayleigh-Ritz method with assumed mode shapes was developed to predict the nonlinear response of cylindrically curved composite plates, and the results from this analysis have been correlated with experimental results. These results indicate that the stiffness of curved composite plates decreases as the dropped-weight impact event progresses. This stiffness reduction suggests that the impact-damage characteristics of curved composite plates can be significantly different from the response of flat composite plates. Since the response of flat composite plates subjected to a low-speed impact event from an airgun-propelled impactor is different from the response of a flat plate subjected to a dropped weight, it is important to identify the differences in the response of a curved composite plate subjected to a low-speed impact event from both an airgun-propelled impactor and from a dropped weight. The effect of any resulting impact damage on the residual strength of a composite plate is usually determined from the results of compression-after-impact tests. Understanding the nature of the
structural responses, damage characteristics, and residual strength of curved composite plates as a function of impactor and structural parameters is essential for designing safe, weight-efficient, and cost-effective curved composite structures.

The present paper presents the results of a study of the effect of low-speed impact events on the response and residual strength of thin, cylindrically curved, quasi-isotropic graphite-epoxy plates with different radii and thicknesses. The influence of curvature on the impact response of the plates and the impact-energy levels necessary to cause damage initiation and barely visible damage are discussed. A barely visible impact damage criterion is identified, and residual-strength results based on this criterion are presented and discussed for 8- and 16-ply-thick, cylindrically curved, quasi-isotropic composite plates.

Test Specimens and Test Procedure

The test specimens studied in this investigation were fabricated from Hercules, Inc. AS4 graphite fibers prepregnated with Hercules, Inc. 3502 epoxy resin. The specimens were cured using the resin manufacturer’s recommended curing procedure. Typical mechanical properties for the AS4-3502 graphite-epoxy material are presented in Table 1. The nominal ply thickness of the material is 0.005 in. Specimens were fabricated to form 8- and 16-ply-thick flat and curved plates with [45/0/-45/90]_n laminates, where n is equal to 1 or 2, respectively. The curved specimens have 15-, 30-, and 60-in. radii. Both the flat and curved specimens are 5-in. wide and 9-in. long.

The specimens were supported with clamped boundary conditions using a test fixture described in Ref. 8, and subjected to a normal impact force by an airgun-propelled impactor or a dropped weight. An instrumented 2.5-lb steel weight with a 0.5-in.-diameter hemispherical tip was used for the dropped-weight impactor. A 0.5-in.-diameter aluminum sphere was used for the airgun-propelled impactor. The dropped-weight impactor was dropped from a prescribed height, and the airgun-propelled impactor was propelled by compressed air with a prescribed speed to impact the specimens with a prescribed impact-energy level.

The impact-energy levels were increased from a low level to determine the impact energy necessary to initiate damage in the specimens, and to cause barely visible damage on the surface of the specimens. The compression-after-impact residual strength of the impact-damaged specimens was determined by testing the specimens in a 120-kip hydraulic test machine. For these tests, the longitudinal, unloaded edges of the specimens were simply supported using knife edge-supports, and the loaded edges were clamped. Electrical resistance strain gages and displacement transducers were used to measure specimen response as the load was applied. A shadow moiré interferometry technique was used to monitor the out-of-plane displacements of the specimens during the tests.

Results and Discussion

Contact force test results are presented in this section for flat and cylindrically curved composite plates that were impacted by dropped weights with impact-energy levels that do not initiate damage in the plates. These results are compared with analytical results for curved plates impacted with dropped weights and airgun-propelled impactors with the same impact-energy levels to identify the differences in the response of the plates for airgun-propelled and dropped-weight impactors. Impact-damage initiation and barely visible impact-damage threshold-energy results are also presented, and the effects of varying plate radius and thickness on these results is also presented. The effects of varying plate radius and thickness on these results are discussed.

Contact Forces

The maximum values of the contact forces measured by the instrumented dropped-weight test apparatus are shown in Fig. 1 for 16-ply-thick plates with different radii and impacted with 1.5 ft-lb of impact energy. The experimental results are shown in the figure by the open circles and the corresponding analysis results from the analysis of reference 8 are shown by the open squares. The flat plate results are presented in this figure against a plate radius of 200 inches. These results indicate that the value of the contact force decreases significantly for radii between 15 and 60 inches, and then increases to a value that closely corresponds to the flat-plate contact-force result for radii greater than 60 inches. These results suggest that the curved plates have a nonlinear response for radii less than 60 inches. These experimental and analytical contact-force results for dropped weights compare well. Analytical results from the analysis of reference 8 are shown in the figure by the open triangles for the airgun-propelled impactors with 1.5 ft-lb of impact energy level. The magnitudes of these contact forces are significantly greater than the contact forces for the dropped weights, and the radius of the plate has an
insignificant influence on the value of the contact forces. Apparently, the high-speed transient nature of the airgun impact event results in a very local response of the plate which does not affect the value of the contact forces for the plates considered in this study.

Impact-Damage-Initiation and Barely Visible Impact-Damage Energies

The differences in the contact-force magnitudes described in the previous section influence the damage characteristics of the plates. The damage-initiation impact-energy levels for curved plates were determined by impacting a given specimen with impact-energy levels that were increased in increments of 0.25 ft-lb until damage initiation occurred. Damage initiation was determined nondestructively using the volumetric scanning approach outlined in Ref. 6. The damage-initiation results for the 16-ply-thick \([45/0/-45/90]_2\) quasi-isotropic plates impacted with dropped weights and airgun-propelled impactors are presented in Fig. 2 for different radii by the open circles and open squares, respectively. The impact energy required to initiate damage is significantly greater for the dropped weights than that of the airgun-propelled impactors. As the plate radius increases to a value of approximately 30 inches, the impact energy required to initiate damage increases, and then decreases for larger radii for both the airgun-propelled and dropped-weight impactors. The dropped-weight impact-energy results are consistent with the trend of the maximum contact-force results presented in Fig. 1, which suggests that a greater impact-energy level is needed for the 30-in.-radius plates to generate the impact force required to initiate damage than for other plates considered in this study. The trend for airgun contact-force results presented in Fig. 1 is not consistent with the nonlinear damage-initiation impact-energy results trend as the plate radius increases. The damage-initiation results presented in Fig. 2 suggest that the damage-initiation mode associated with the much larger contact forces for the airgun-propelled impactors could be different from those of the dropped weights for plates with different radii, and might be responsible for the observed nonlinear trend in the damage-initiation results.

The impact-energy levels required to cause barely visible impact damage on the impacted and opposite or back surfaces of 16-ply-thick plates were determined by increasing the airgun and dropped-weight impact-energy levels until damage was visible on one or both plate surfaces. Typical damage modes for the impacted and back surfaces of 16-ply-thick flat and 15-in.-radius curved plates impacted with dropped weights are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The impact event causes a dent to form on the impacted surface of the plate at the impact site, and causes the surface ply on the back surface of the plate opposite to the impact location to crack and separate from the plate as shown in the figures. These observations indicate that barely visible impact damage can be detected when the measured dent depth on the impacted surface is approximately 0.05 in. for the 16-ply-thick specimens for both the airgun-propelled and dropped-weight impactors. The dropped-weight impact-energy results presented in Fig. 5 suggest that greater impact-energy levels are needed to develop visible damage in both the 8- and 16-ply-thick curved plates with radii between 15 and 60 in. The measured contact-force results that correspond to these impact-energy levels are shown in Fig. 6. The trends for these contact-force results are similar to those for the impact-energy results. The airgun impact-energy level needed to develop barely visible impact damage is a constant of approximately 9.0 ft-lbs over the range of plate radii considered as indicated in Fig. 5. For the 8-ply-thick plate (0.044-in. thick) the 0.05 in. dent depth does not result in a through penetration. The damage modes for the 16-ply-thick, 15-in.-radius curved plates that were impacted with airgun-propelled and dropped-weight impactors with 8.5 ft-lbs of impact energy are shown in Fig. 7. The damage due to the airgun-propelled impactor is more severe at the impact site than that of the dropped-weight impactor. The airgun-propelled impactor causes all of the plies to fail through the plate thickness, but the dropped-weight impactor only causes extensive delaminations in the plate. The results presented in Fig. 5 suggest that radius is an important structural parameter that must be considered when assessing the damage tolerance of thin, cylindrically curved plates.

Compression-After-Impact Residual Strength

To determine the residual strength of impact-damaged plates, 8- and 16-ply-thick plates were impacted with dropped-weight impact-energy levels that correspond to the 0.05-in.-deep dent-depth barely visible impact-damage criterion that was identified previously. These specimens were then loaded to failure in compression to determine their failure loads. Many of these specimens buckled before they failed. Typical shadow moiré interferometry fringe patterns for the out-of-plane displacement contours associated with the buckling and failure modes of an undamaged 16-ply-thick flat plate are shown in Fig. 8. The contour pattern in Fig. 8(a) indicates that the plate buckled into two-half waves along its length. The plate failed at approximately...
The flat plates. Approaching 15.0 inches have lower failure loads than the flat plates, and the plates with radii between 30.0 and 60.0 inches have higher failure loads. These results indicate that the residual strength of these thin, cylindrically curved plates is a function of the plate radius. The results for the damaged 15-in.-radius curved plate is approximately 11.45 kips, which is approximately 3 percent lower than the failure load of the undamaged plate. The failure location for the damaged plate is at the mid-section of the plate and is through the impact-damage site as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Typical out-of-plane displacement results for an undamaged 15-in.-radius plate loaded in compression are shown in Fig. 10. The curved plate has a buckling mode with three-half waves along the length as shown in Fig. 10(a). Failure of the specimen occurred at a location that is approximately 40 percent along the length of the plate as shown in Fig. 10(b). The recorded failure load is 10.51 kips. The response of a damaged 15-in.-radius plate for an applied compression load is shown in Fig. 11. Local out-of-plane deformations in the vicinity of the impact-damage site are indicated by the moiré fringe pattern as shown in Fig. 11(a), and these deformations are representative of a locally buckled delaminated region. This plate failed at a compression load of 8.98 kips prior to buckling. The failure propagated across the plate at the mid-section as illustrated in Fig. 11(b). The failure load of the damaged 15-in.-radius curved plate is approximately 15 percent less that the failure load of the corresponding damaged flat plate. Residual-strength results for damaged and undamaged 8- and 16-ply-thick cylindrically curved plates are summarized in Fig. 12. These results indicate that the residual strength of these plates is a function of the plate radius. The 15-in.-radius plates have the most severe reduction in residual strength relative to the flat plates. The results for the 16-ply-thick curved plates indicate that the plates with radii between 30.0 and 60.0 inches have higher failure loads than the flat plates, and the plates with radii approaching 15.0 inches have lower failure loads that the flat plates.

Concluding Remarks

The results of a study of the effects of low-speed impact damage on the response of thin, cylindrically curved, graphite-epoxy plates are presented. These results include quasi-isotropic plates with different radii of curvature and different thicknesses, and the results are compared with results for the corresponding flat plates. The results of the study indicate that the contact forces for cylindrically curved plates impacted with a given impact-energy level are a function of the plate radius of curvature and thickness. Test results for an impact-energy level of 1.5 ft-lbs indicate that the magnitude of the maximum contact force developed for the curved plates decreases and then increases as the radius of the plate increases. This contact-force trend is also predicted analytically. This decreasing and then increasing trend for the contact forces associated with dropped-weight impactors is reflected in the impact-energy results for both damage initiation and for the creation of barely visible impact damage. The impact-energy levels for damage initiation in 16-ply-thick plates are different for airgun-propelled and dropped-weight impactors, but the impact-energy levels required to produce barely visible impact damage are not different. The contact forces predicted by analysis for an airgun-propelled impactor with 1.5 ft-lbs of impact energy are much greater than the corresponding forces predicted for a dropped-weight impactor, and are not influenced by the plate radius. Apparently, the response of a plate impacted by an airgun-propelled impactor is localized enough that the plate response is not affected by curvature effects.

The compression-after-impact residual-strength results for flat and curved 8- and 16-ply-thick plates suggest that these results are also a function of the plate radius. The residual strength of flat and 15-in.-radius curved plates with barely visible impact damage is approximately 3 and 15 percent less that the failure load for the corresponding undamaged plates, respectively. These results suggest that radius of curvature is an important structural parameter that must be considered when determining the damage-tolerance characteristics of thin, cylindrically curved, composite plates.
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of AS4-3502 graphite-epoxy unidirectional tape material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal modulus, $E_1$ (Msi)</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse modulus, $E_2$ (Msi)</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-plane shear modulus, $G_{12}$ (Msi)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse shear modulus, $G_{23}$ (Msi)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse shear modulus, $G_{13}$ (Msi)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Poisson's ratio, $\nu_{12}$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Contact force results for 16-ply-thick, quasi-isotropic plates impacted by dropped weight s and airgun propelled impactors with 1.5 ft-lbs of impact energy.
Figure 2. Damage-initiation impact energy levels for 16-ply-thick, quasi-isotropic plates impacted by dropped-weight and airgun impactors.

Figure 3. Photographs of a 16-ply-thick quasi-isotropic flat plates with barely visible impact damage.
Figure 4. Photographs of a 16-ply-thick quasi-isotropic curved plate with 15-in. radius with barely visible impact damage.

Figure 5. Dropped-weight and airgun impact-energy levels for barely visible impact damage in 8- and 16-ply-thick quasi-isotropic plates with different radii.
Figure 6. Maximum contact force magnitudes for dropped-weight impact-energy levels for barely visible impact damage in 8- and 16-ply-thick quasi-isotropic curved plates with different radii.

Figure 7. Photomicrographs of 16-ply-thick quasi-isotropic 15-in.-radius curved plates subjected to dropped-weight and airgun impacts with 8.5 ft-lbs of impact energy.
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Figure 8. Out-of-plane displacement contours for a compression loaded 16-ply-thick undamaged flat plate.
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Figure 9. Out-of-plane displacement contours for a compression loaded 16-ply-thick flat plate subjected to barely visible impact damage with a dropped weight.
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Figure 10. Out-of-plane displacement contours for a compression-loaded 16-ply-thick undamaged 15-in. radius curved plate.
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Figure 11. Out-of-plane displacement contours for a compression loaded 16-ply-thick 15-in. radius curved plate subjected to barely visible impact damage with a dropped weight.
Figure 12. Summary of residual strength results for curved plates with different radii.